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Section one 

Adjectives and Associated Meaning  

 1.1 Adjectives As far as Grammar is concerned Adjectives can described as word 

categories that are used with nouns to provide more information about the things or 

nouns referred to. for example beautiful woman, big man, cute puppy. great idea 

(Quirk and Greenbaum: 75: 114).  

 

Adjectives can be differentiated on morphological, syntactic or semantic basis. 

Morphologically speaking, adjectives are either inflected or derived. In the same vein, 

adjectives are divided into attributive and predicative from syntactic point of view. 

Additionally, semanticists distinguish descriptors and classifiers adjectives. 

 

 

1.2 Associated Meaning 

 An association indicates that one entity works together with one or more other 

entities to create meaning that goes beyond the componential entities. The association 

relationships encapsulates this chunk of meaning that extends beyond the boundaries 

of the individual entities. Conceptual (denotative) meaning: covers those basic, 

essential components of meaning which are conveyed by the literal use of a word. It is 

analogous to the dictionary definition of word. For example: the basic components of 

words like needle might be - thin, sharp, steel, instrument (Yule; 1996: 114) .However, 
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3 Limits of Adjective Meaning 

 Content words are the major concern of this sub section. for instance words like (dog), 

(able), (man) and not with grammatical or empty words like (by) (to) (form) then we 

have two types of meaning (denotative and connotative) for example, the word 

(adolescent) refers to a person who is between childhood and adulthood; this is 

denotative meaning, we may use this word to refer to type of behavior that is 

immature moody and abstained; this is the emotive or connotative meaning is said to 

be doubled faced; for example, the word (tree) refers to a specific object in the outside 

world, for the second time it has a relation with other elements in the system such as 

(bush), (word), (forest), and on (Aitchison 1999:84).  

Associative (connotative) meaning:  refers to the association and emotional reaction 

one has to a word-suggested meaning. For example: the word needle makes you think 

something "painful" which is not treated as part of conceptual meaning (Yule 

1996:113). 

Although some words may be considered to have similar meanings, they can not be 

substituted for one another without changing the message. Words with similar 

meanings have similar denotations. Often, however, words with a similar denotation 

do not have the same connotations. "Denote" implies all that strictly belong to the 

definition of the word, connote of the ideas that are suggested by the term; thus, 

"home" denotes the place where one lives with one's family, but it usually connotes 

comfort, intimacy, and privacy.  

 

The same implications distinguish denotation and connotation. The denotation of a 

word is its dictionary definition, which is what the word "stands for." A word's 

connotation is what the word suggests, or what we associate the word with, that goes 
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beyond its formal definitions. The word house und home both refer to a building or 

structure in which people live; these words have, then, the same denotation. But the 

word home, for most people, suggests or is associated with concepts and feelings of 

family and security. Thus, the word home has a strong, and generally positive, 

connotation. The word house though, has little, if any, connotative significance. House 

brings to mind a picture of a physical structure but little else because house does not 

carry any "emotional baggage," House is likely to suggest only a residential structure or 

building, home to add connotations of the warmth of family life over a long period. 

 

 

 Adjectives are no exception to this rule, so there are certain limits and difficulties in 

studying them in general and figuring out their (associated) complex or compound 

meanings in particular. Consequently, they are deal with details below (see Section 2). 
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Section Two 

Adjectives: Definitions and Types 

 2.1 Definition of Adjectives 

 An adjective is a word that describes a noun Colors are adjectives (purple, pink, black 

yellow, red, etc. words that describe the Weather (cold, hot, windy, warm, rainy , etc) 

are adjectives. Words describe people (tall, ugly, handsome, angry, happy, fat, skinny, 

etc) are adjectives, words that indicate the attributes of noun are adjectives. Any kind 

of words describing  a noun is an adjectives. So, adjectives modify a noun or pronoun 

by answering questions such as "which?" what kind of or how many "it can come 

before a noun or pronoun or after a linking verb. 

 

Before a noun: A poor country Indonesia has a huge population. 

After a linking verb:  Indonesia is poor, yet its population is huge. 

 Unlike adverbs, adjectives do not modify verbs, other adjectives or adverbs, adjectives 

usually precede the noun or pronoun they modify. Adjectives do not have to agree in 

number or gender with the nouns they describe Adjectives answer the following 

questions: What kind? How many? or which ones? 

 For example Tom  bought a used car. (used describes What kind of car Tom bought) 

Sally baked ten pies for the school bake sale. (ten tells how many pies sally baked.) 
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Bob climbed that tree in the back yard. (that specifies which tree Bob climbed) (http: 

www.selu, edu /acad –research/ programs/ writing-center)  

Stageberg (1981:212) states that Adjectival, like nominals occupy certain characteristic 

sentence positions. The main one is that between the determiner and the noun, for 

example, That joyful freshman In this noun phrase joyful is an adjective by form -the 

source noun joy plus the differential suffix fuI- and an adjectival by position. This 

position may be occupied by two other form-classes and by un inflected forms. The 

noun is shown in; that college freshman. 

A series of adjectivals in a fixed and unchangeable order because these are not 

interchangeable, that is,  not mutually substitutable we shall set up subclasses of 

adjectival.  

 

2.2 Types of Adjectives 

 2.2.1 Morphological Types 

 From a morphological perspective, adjectives are either inflected or derivative . 

 

 2.2.2 Syntactic Types 

central adjectives can serve both Attributive and Predicative syntactic roles. Adjectives 

in an Attributive role modify nominal expressions, occurring as constituents of the 

noun phrase and typically preferring the head noun: He hands me a pad:  

"Motion for production of all scientific  [examinations]: 

 all underlying [reports], Spectrographs, charts, chemical [analyses], et cetera " 
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Adjectives in a Predicative role, on the other hand, characterize a noun phrase that is a 

separate clause element. They occur principally as subject predicative following a 

copular verb.  

[That] will be quite impressive. However, they also occur as object predicatives. Even 

Oscar wilde called (it) charming. (News)  

 

 

2.2.3 Semantic Type 

Centural adjectives are descriptive, typically characterizing the referent of a nominal 

expression (eg blue and white flag, unhappy childhood). further they are gradable in 

meaning, that is, they can denote degrees of a given quality, this means that they can 

be modified by an adverb of degree: very strange, deeply unhappy. They also take 

comparative and superlative forms (see a above) many of the most common adjectives 

are central adjectives that have all of these characteristics; they include adjectives of 

color (eg black, red, dark, adjectives of size and dimension (eg big, small, long, thin ), 

and adjectives of time (eg new, old, young). Other adjectives are more peripheral in 

that they do not have all of the central defining characteristics above. Further, other 

word classes can be used in similar ways to adjectives (especially nouns, adverbs, and 

semi-determiners), so that the boundaries of adjective category are not easy to draw 

in terms of these defining characteristics. (biber: 506) 

 

 

2.3 Semantic Grouping of Adjectives 

 It is useful to distinguish two broad semantic groups of adjectives: descriptors and 

classifiers. Descriptors are prototypical adjectives denoting such features as color, size 



and weight, chronology and age, emotion, and a wide range of other characteristics. 

They are typically gradable. Contrast, the primary function of classifiers is to delimit or 
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restrict a noun's referent, by placing it in a category in relation to  other referents. 

They are typically  noun- gradable. Classifiers can be grouped into subclasses, including 

relational, affiliative, and miscellaneous typical class. Classifiers be more or less 

descriptive in meaning: relational classifiers (such as additional, final, similar) have 

little descriptive content, while many topical classifiers (such as chemical, medical, 

political) provide descriptive content while also limiting the reference of the head 

noun selected examples of adjectives belonging to these semantic domains are:(biber 

et, al.; 2007: 508) 

 

2. 3.1 Descriptors 

 Color: denoting color, brightness: black, white, dark, bright, blue, brown, green, gray, 

red. 

 Size / quantity / extent: denoting size, weight, expand: big, deep, heavy, huge, long, 

large, little, short, small, thin, wide. 

 Time: denoting chronology, age, frequency: annual, early, late, new, old, recent, 

young.  

Evaluative / emotive: denoting judgments, affect, emphasis: bad, beautiful, best, fine, 

good, great, lovely, nice, poor.  

Miscellaneous descriptive: appropriate, cold, complex, dead, empty,free, hard, hot, 

open, positive, practical, private, serious, strange, strong, sudden.  

2.3.2 Classifier 

 Relational / classificational / restrictive: delimiling the referent of a noun, particularly 

in relation to other referents: additional, average, chief, complete, different, direct, 

entity, 
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external, final, following, general, initial, internal, left, maln, maximum, necessary, 

original, particular, previous, primary, public, similar, single, standard top, various, 

same (note: same can alternatively be analyzed as a semi determiner)  

Affiliative: designing the national or religious group to which a referent belongs 

American, Chinese Christian, English French, German, Irish. United. 

 Topical / other (e.g. giving the subject area or showing a relationship with a noun): 

chemical, commercial, environmental, human, industrial, legal, medical, mental, 

official, oral,  phonetic,  political, sexual, social, ventral, visual. Some adjectives can 

serve as either classifier or descriptor below, the expressions in the left hand column 

contain a classifying or restricting adjective, while those in the right hand column a 

descriptor note that: 

 the descriptors are gradable and can be modified to show degree or amount  

(eg by very) 

 Descriptor                                                                       Classifier     

Modern algebra                                                       some modern authorities 

 Criminal law                                                            criminal activity 

 A secondary school                                             a useful secondary function  

In the discussions of attributive adjectives to follow, semantic groupings of adjectives 

are employed as a heuristic to help characterize the patterns across registrants. 

however, very common adjectives typically dsignate a range of meanings, for example, 

in some expressions old is descriptive, denoting age (an old radio, old newspapers); in 

others it denotes affect (poor old rusty, good old genetics).  Similarly poor has two 

principal uses: emotive (the poor devil, you poor bunny!) and descriptive (a poor 

country, in poor 
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health) even the descriptive uses of poor carry different dentations, such as 'lacking 

adequate financial resources, and not good grammatical role can be associated with a 

particular meaning. Thus, the predicative use of poor typically refers to financial 

circumstances (someone who's poor), while the attributive use has a wider range of 

meaning, including the emotive meaning (poor little bastards). In addition, the 

characteristic uses of a given adjective often differ across registers. For example, in 

academic prose poor is generally descriptive, where as in fiction it is commonly 

emotive. (Biber et al., 2007: 509)  

                                                       

 

                                               Types of Adjectives  

 

 

2.2.1 Morphological                    2.2.2 Syntactic                           2.2.3 Semantic 
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Section Three 

Limits of the Meaning of Adjectives 

3.1 Limits of the Meaning of Complex Adjectives  

Difficulty in adjectives analysis is how to analyze the meaning of complex 

adjectives and how to determine the relation between the meaning of an entire 

complex adjective (word) and the meanings of its parts. This refers to the semantic 

drift. First, consider some complex adjectives that appear to have a predictable 

meaning. For example, fixable looks to mean nothing more than able to be fixed 

"mendable means "able to be mended," and inflatable means able to be inflated." The 

meaning of these -able adjectives seems to be a regular combination of the meaning of 

the verb stem and the simplest meaning of the able suffix. 

 

However, in other cases certain complications arise take, for example, the  adjectives 

readable, payable,questionable, and washable. The adjective readable does not mean 

simply "able to be read when we say that a book is readable we usually ean that it is 

well written has a good style and in general is a good example of some type of 

literature. A banker who says that a bill is payable on October does not mean simply 

that the bill "can be paid on that date- normally, we would understand payable as 

meaning "should be paid if a theory or an explanation is questionable, it is not merely 

the case that it can be questioned. After all, any statement can be questioned, even 

very well established theories. Rather, a questionable theory or account is one that in 

fact,dubious and suspect.  

Finally, the adjective washable does not mean merely "able to be washed" ; we in fact 

use the adjective in a very specialized way, to refer to certain types of objects, notably 

fabrics. Hence, though we can talk about washing a car, it would be somewhat 
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odd to say that the car is washable (even if this is, strictly speaking, true). It is perfectly 

natural, however, to say that a shirt is washable or that the plastic parts of a table are 

washable (whereas the wooden parts are not) These facts illustrate in a particularly 

clear way that the meanings of many complex adjectives are not merely composites of 

the meanings of their parts. The word washable is more than a composite of wash and 

able; rather, it has its own additional elements of meaning. 

 when adjective accrues some additional feature of meaning independent from its 

morphological origin, as washable has,  we say that the adjective has undergone 

mantic drift. At least for the cases given here, the additional meaning, over and above 

the basic meaning of the complex adjective, involves a narrowing or restricting of the 

more general meaning of the complex adjective. 

 

3.2 Limits of the Meaning Compound Adjectives 

 In 3.1 we briefly discussed a way to create new adjectives and limits of their 

meanings. creating complex adjectives by way of combining simpler ones provides a 

very rich source of new adjectives. compounding is extremely productive. Consider the 

following Noun + Noun compounds; lynx-brush, gin-life, lettuce –dog, house-roach, 

goat-ghost. Probably, you have never encountered any of these compounds before. 

More than likely, they won't be found in any dictionary.  though you may be uncertain 

about their meaning (indeed, each has a range of reasonable meanings) you will 

certainly judge them as being plausible adjectives, that, is they are possible, though 

not necessarily occurring adjectives. As mentioned earlier, there is no limit to the 

number of compounds that can be -more evidence that the dictionary is not a very 

good produced representation of our knowledge of adjectives. 
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In Table 3.1 we list several types of compounds in English Among these are Noun+ 

Noun (landlord, snail, mail) Adjective +Adjective (icy -cold, red-hot), Adjective +Noun 

(blackboard, high chair),and  Noun +Adjective (earthbound, sky-blue). All of the 

examples involve primary compounds; that is, each adjective that makes up the 

compound is morphologically simple. Speakers create new compounds of this type 

relatively easily (to use the technical term, such compounding is quite productive). 

 There are also compounds that involve combining morphologically complex 

adjectives, in particular, we will be looking at synthetic (or verbal) compounds: those 

two -word English compounds in which the second word is deverbal (derived from a 

verb),  in example of a deverbal noun is our now familiar example baker, a noun 

derived from a verb by attaching agentive suffix- er verbal compounds exhibit some 

rather interesting properties. consider the examples in table 2.4, why are some of 

these combinations of adjective (noun, or adverb)+ deverbal noun good, where as 

others are clearly odd? that is why is,why is good-looker well formed. (Akmajian; 2001: 

49,50) 

 

Table 3.1 

Verbal compounds. (adapted Akmajian;2001) 

Possible                                                                    impossible 
I   good- looker                                                    *grim- wanting 

 
II  fast-mover                                                      * quick-owner 

 

III   wage-earner                                               * child-bloomer      
 

IV  church-goer                                 shortstop-thrower (-throw something to shortstop) 
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But not *grim_wanting? In order to tease out the relevant differences,let us turn to 

the original verbs consider the sentences in table 3.1 in groups I-III a certain pattern 

emerges, compare Sarah looks good with *Sam wants grim (the asterisk (*) indicates 

that the sentence is III formed (or ungrammatical) Good and grim in these sentences 

are also the first words in their corresponding compounds in example 1 of table 2.4. 

Grin wanting is not an acceptable compound, and interestingly, the sentences based 

on the verb want with grim adjacent to the verb is also unacceptable .however, good-

looker is well formed compound, and the sentence based on the verb look with good 

to its right is also well formed, each example exhibits this pattern, that is whenever the 

compound well formed, the first word of that compound can appear in a sentence to 

the immediate right of the verb (ignoring a) that corresponds to the second word of 

the compound. The example in IV illustrate that the first word in the compound can 

correspond to a noun that occurs in a prepositional phrase immediately following the 

verb in the sentence (go to church, dwell in caves) the compounds in IV that are Ill 

formed (such as *shortstop-thrower) do not conform to this pattern. 

Exactly  how to incorporate such a condition in a theory of compounds is the focus of 

much current research. Our interest here is to illustrate that combounding, like other 

morphological and grammatical processes, involves referring to such notions as 

category (here, "verb") and to properties of that category, thus compounding is 

governed by principles that are sensitive to numerous properties of the words 

involved. 

 3.3 Problematic Aspects of Morphological Analysis of Adjectives 

 Now we must face one of the hard facts of life in doing morphological analysis, 

namely, the exceptions or apparent exceptions to many aspects of a given analysis. 

Two of these problems complex word involve productivity, false and analysis. 
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3-3-1 Productivity  

We have claimed that the suffix able is attached only to transitive verbs. yet English 

does have a small set of nouns that seems to occur with the same suffix-able:  

 

Table 3.2  

Peaceable                                                             Actionable 

Companionable                                                   Saleable 

Marriageable                                                       Reasonable 
Impressionable                                                    Fashionable  

 

Does this mean that word formation rule is wrong?  The answer seems to be no, the 

nouns listed in 3.2 form a small, closed set, and as far as anyone can tell, few word, if 

any are entering English that consist of able attached to a noun. using more 

terminology we say that the attachment of -able to transitive verbs is productive that 

is it happens quite freely-but its attachment to nouns is not productive. New V + able 

forms continually enter the language, but the nouns in 3.2 are now fixed, or dead, 

expressions that are learned by rote, not formed, or analyzable, by a productive rule, 

this seems to mean that the mind/ brain, when it has identified pairs of words and 

established a regular relationship between them (e.g., that they are related by a rule of 

derivational morphology), is able to overlook or ignore words that are apparent 

counter examples. 

 

3.3.2 False Analysis  

Another general problem we must be sensitive to is the possibility of false analysis 

consider the following words:.  

Table 3.3 



Hospitable 
Sizeable  
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Even though these words end in the phonetic sequence able ,it is unlikely that we 

would want to analyze this sequence as the suffix-able, for one thing, able in these 

words does not seem to have the meaning 'to be able', which is certainly a feature of 

regular (productive) able words for another thing, able suffix can itself regularly take 

the suffix ity to form a noun:  

 

Table 3.4 

Adjective                                                      Noun 
Readable                                                   Readability 

Provable                                                    Provability  
Breakable                                                 Breakability  

 

But this is not possible with the words listed in (3.3): Hospitability and sizeability are 

not possible English words. We do not speak of the hospitability of our host or the 

sizeability of the crowed. In two respects, then, able in the words of (3.3) differs 

significantly from the productive suffix-able; hence, it would seem to be a false analysis 

to claim that the words of (3.3) contain the productive suffix able, these words simply 

happen to end in sequence spelled able, and they bear only an accidental resemblance 

to words with the real suffix able. Finally, put into terms we used earlier able is not the 

head of a complex words that these words end accidentally in the phonetic sequence 

able and that it would be a false analysis to claim that it is the able suffix. Against this 

idea we note that some of the words do seem to include the meaning "be able" (e.g., 

marriageable eligible to marry")  and the any event, in carrying out a morphological 

analysis we  must always be careful to determiner and whether a certain analysis 

might be a false analysis. 

 Compositionality also appears to play a major role in determining a morphological 

analysis. Note that the meaning of readable is partially compositional: something is 

"able to be read",  but the meaning "able to be sized" could exist if one assigned size 

the meaning "to make a certain size, or to group according to size, thus, John sized the 

lumber might be used to describe John's measuring lumber, or perhaps John's 



grouping pieces of lumber according to size, but this is not what the adjective sizeable 

means. The meaning "very large" associated with sizeable is arbitrary assigned, much 

like the meaning domestic mammal closely related to the common wolf is assigned to 

the sequence of sounds d-o-ig. (Akmajian; 2001:46-47). 
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Conclusion 

 

Adjectives represent one of the basic lexical word classes that are 

broadly studied and widely highlighted in written and spoken 

grammars of English language. They are extremely common in all 

registers, but considerably less common than nouns and verbs, the 

other two lexical word classes. Still, they are most frequent in news and 

academic prose and the like. This fact emphasizes the importance of 

studying adjectives and their defining characteristics. Based on their 

defining features adjectives grouped under three major categories 

(morphological, syntactic, and semantic categories).  

 

Morphologically, adjectives are either inflected or derivational, 

attributive or predicative from a syntactic perspective and they 

semantically perform a descriptor or classifier functions. Although, 

these distinctions seem to cover study of the scope of adjectives, there 

is a great deal of difficulties in figuring out their meanings (particularly 

the associated ones). These difficulties lie in knowing how to analyze 

the meaning of complex and compound adjectives and how to 

determine the relation between the meaning of an entire complex or 

compound adjective and the meanings of its parts. Hence, there is a 



dire need to take problems such as complex and compound adjective 

analysis of meaning as well as productivity and false analysis into 

consideration, while studying adjectives since these are the major limits 

of adjective study. 
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